3. RESEARCH METHOGOLOGY
3.1 Research Method
This article tries to clarify the current situation of the present stage our country private
enterprise human resources management, surrounding the FIRM KAINE in the process of
business transformation problems of human resource management, put forward problems
and analysis of the cause, and puts forward the corresponding solution based on the research
methods including at work:
(1) the literature method: using this method to find the relevant studies of human
resource management in China and other countries, books, journals, magazines and other
resources, after an analysis of the reading literature, selected research topics related theories
and views, for this article to carry out research work for theoretical support.
(2) case analysis: selection of FIRM KAINE human resource management as a case
study, through the analysis of the recruitment of staff training, salary design, performance
appraisal, we can see out of the camp enterprise human resources management. Case
analysis is the focus of this study.
(3) questionnaire: the author designer the staff questionnaire, to investigate FIRM
KAINE's human resources management situation, classification, selection, and analyzed
the result of the investigation, provide data support for the thesis statement.

3.2 KAINE Overview of Business Transformation
The FIRM KAINE studied in this paper was founded in the early 1990s. Most of the
original employees came from the boss's relatives, friends, classmates and fellow
townsmen. It was a typical family-owned private enterprise. At the beginning of the
enterprise, the company undertook the construction of geotechnical engineering and
municipal roads as its main business, and its business footprint was in Zhuhai city,
Qingyuan city and Chenzhou city, Hunan province.
Human resources focus on maximizing employee productivity.HR professionals
manage the human capital of an organization and focus on implementing policies and
processes. They can special in recruiting, training, employee-relations or benefits.
Recruiting specialists find and hire top talent. Training and development professionals
ensure that employees are trained and have continuous development. This is done through
training programs, performance evaluations and reward programs. Employee relations
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deals with concerns of employees when policies are broken, such as in cases involving
harassment or discrimination. Someone in benefits develops compensation structures,
family-leave programs, discounts and other benefits that employees can get. On the other
side of the field are Human Resources Generalists or business partners. These humanresources professionals could work in all areas or be labor-relations representatives
working with unionized employees.
Company set up in Shenzhen, Zhuhai , in the country to invest heavily in infrastructure
development, relying on flexible mechanism of private enterprises and entrepreneurs spirit
of hard work, quickly gain a foothold in Zhuhai , earned the first bucket of gold, enterprises
are also

by the height of the Zhuhai

municipal construction field .But as the country in

the field of construction management requirements specification, Zhuhai for qualification
of construction unit, mechanical equipment, technical personnel requirements also more
and more high, the bidding system and auditing system also have been introduced into
government investment field. After the government gradually raised the threshold of entry,
a large number of weak and the self-employed in other construction units were shut out.
Under this background, the FIRM KAINE had a chance to rely on years of accumulation
fund and network advantage, on the basis of the original business upgrade, enhance the
competitiveness of enterprises to cope with environmental changes, to further expand the
market share. K chairman of the board of directors of the company, however, a still deem
it regrettable decision: to abandon industriously Zhuhai market for more than ten years, aim
at relatively remote, market management is not standard of Ging Yuan city, Guangdong
and Hunan Chen Zhou city, will expand business model in Zhuhai to copy in the two places.
In 2006, Chen Zhou city construction investment company in dealing with project
dragged on for more than a year are still unable to land on the payment way, the Chen Zhou
along 75 mu of land for development, at market prices to offset payments related to FIRM
KAINE. FIRM KAINE feels helpless, but also can only be forced to accept for completely
has no experience in real estate development company K, is the most direct way of money
collecting cash by selling land, is difficult to find suitable buyers because of the land cannot
be split to sell. After the introduction of people, we found Zhuhai Zhon Zhu, LTD. Joint
development. With the help of Zhong Zhu, FIRM KAINE successfully completed the
transformation from construction enterprise to real estate development enterprise in 2007.
Company K transformation that year in September, just in the United States man
bankruptcy and the subprime mortgage crisis spread to the global economic crisis, the
domestic in response to the crisis has offered to invest 4 trillion strong measures to stimulate
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the economy. It is this measure that has made real estate in the country advance rapidly
after a brief downturn, whether it is a first-tier city or a remote city or rural area, and the
products can be sold easily, whether good or bad. In addition, the big Banks also issued
loose lending policies, enterprises can easily through the bank credit, to obtain a high
amount of development loans. In this macro environment, the first project of FIRM
KAINE's transformation can easily obtain several times the return on investment.
FIRM KAINE successfully realized the business transformation, the shareholders are
very satisfied with this, and made a very optimistic forecast of the real estate development
trend. Overconfidence is the manager of business transformation and overly optimistic
cognitive biases, the company focus on investment in the next few years, ignore the
enterprise internal management, lead to contradiction rash. Successful transformation and
optimistic forecasts of afternoon led FIRM KAINE a large number of land acquisition, and
adopt single shareholding is heavy assets management mode, simply copy the successful
experience of the first project, rely on long-term accumulation of construction experience
and its own construction team the advantage of rapid development, achieve the goal of the
short-term funds collecting. From 2008 to 2012, the drawbacks of this rough business
model emerged, but as profits continued to grow, they gave shareholders a false sense of
advantage. Compared to strengthen enterprise management, they are more willing to search
for land resources, the management of the company more laissez-faire, enterprises
gradually formed the investment, management, engineering, marketing and radical risky
corporate culture.
In 2013, with the central government to the real estate industry developed strict
regulation policy as well as a hangover from the early stage of the excessive development,
real estate market began to appear differentiation, north to Guangzhou, as well as the
Yangtze river delta, the economically developed pearl river delta region on their own
advantages and economic background, the real estate market is still maintained a steady
growth trend. However, a large number of third-tier and fourth-tier cities are overdeveloped
in the early stage, resulting in a large backlog of existing houses and a sudden increase in
the inventory pressure of real estate.
The real estate project of FIRM KAINE is mainly concentrated in Chen Zhou city of
Hunan province and Yang Jiang city of Guangdong province, which belongs to the third
and fourth tier cities. Chen Zhou city is a resource-based city with coal and non-ferrous
metals as the main source of income, and it happens to meet the collapse of international
nonferrous metal prices. Yang Jiang city is mainly exported to the traditional hardware, and
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the export trade is weak in the market with the continuous appreciation of RMB and the
declining demand of the international market. The two cities are to the industry foundation
is weak, weak exports, and the third industry development lags behind the four cities, as
people's income growth and floating population outflow, the real estate market appear in
the wave to adjust the price down the situation.
FIRM KAINE's previous excessive expansion, rough operation, and the adverse
market environment mutation of the debt investment have been exposed. The more
prominent problems have the following four aspects:
First Aggressive investment has led to a surge in corporate indebtedness. In good times,
real estate projects can realize the rapid return of cash flow through pre-sale mode, covering
up the problem of insufficient liquidity. But at the time of market supply and demand
change, heavy assets patterns lead to enterprise financial cost rising, loan interest seriously
engulfed the company profits, enterprises lack of cash flow, management risk increase.
Second, the enterprise is transformed from the construction unit, although the main
business transformation, but did not give up the construction team that rely on the home,
but the construction team as the enterprise department together management. This pattern
at the beginning of the transformation of development has a certain cost advantages, with
the development of enterprises, the project increases, the construction team need to allocate
personnel framework, some of the original the builder in the case of without any
management training has been seconded to as a project manager. The practice of putting
the ducks on the shelves has not improved the quality of the construction team, the site
management is chaotic, and repeated procurement and frequent rework have led to an
increase in internal consumption. In addition, the time limit for a project of macro cold heat
shock market results in the extension, workers inadequate, machinery and equipment
update also directly improve the cost, the original can rely on the advantage of at this time
but to become the burden of the enter.
Though three, the enterprise has been from the construction unit to developers, but
human resources planning is not keep up with the pace of enterprise transformation,
enterprises lack of a clear organizational structure, the inertia of loose management to form
long-term, lead to internal division of labor is not clear, each department mutual shuffle.
Under the circumstances of multi-project construction, each government has a lot of
loopholes. The family management makes the company's interpersonal relationship
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delicate, and the relationship between nepotism is complicated, and the system is not
perfect.
Fourth, Lack of talent introduction and talent reserve. FIRM KAINE since founded in
the early 90 s, has nearly 30 years, its basic or core management company is composed of
early-stage employees, these employees generally have higher corporate loyalty and bear
hardships and stand hard work spirit. But at the same time, there are some disadvantages
such as old age, outdated concept, low cultural level, weak self-learning ability, and
difficulty in accepting new ideas and new things. Some don't even use computers, let alone
how to apply science and technology to practical work. FIRM KAINE has also introduced
a part of the professional technical personnel for many years, but basically do a few months
to leave. Even has a building area of 100000 square meters of only a small project,
construction didn't complete the cap, two years of the reason is not lack of funds, but the
whole project management chaos, the responsibility is not clear. During the two years of
the project, four general workers were replaced, the drawings were wrong, and the files of
engineering materials and inspection reports were randomly placed, which made it difficult
to complete the completed information. In terms of talent pool, FIRM KAINE also does
not have full attention, has some potential employees work in a few years later, the business
level and ability to work by the company, but income level and didn't get the corresponding
ascension, it is easy to steal .In this regard, shareholders are not aware of the real reason for
the employee's departure, but one-sided view is that the employees are ungrateful, and the
company has completed the accumulation of learning to change jobs without hesitation.

3.3 The Strategy of Business Transformation
From the above, we can learn that FIRM KAINE was forced to transform. At the
beginning of the transformation, it did not define the transformation target and
transformation strategy, let alone the strategy of human resource transformation. However,
with the help of external forces, it is willing to invest in high-interest debt to achieve rapid
expansion. We can see that FIRM KAINE is a business driven transformation. The strategy
of its transformation is to extend the business chain upstream and downstream without
abandoning the original main business. Its strategic starting point is not a problem in itself,
but the lack of long-term development strategy and systematic human resource
management is compatible with the enterprise strategic transformation. After the
transformation, how to cope with the external environment change and the challenges
brought by the enterprise is the major task for FIRM KAINE in the process of human
resource management. Initially, human resource management is just in the enterprise, in
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